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Contact

Contact and links: 

Webpage: https://webportal.dev.austrianopensciencecloud.org/ 
(will be continuously updated with training material)  

Slack: https://adls-workspace.slack.com/join/signup 

Email: adls@uibk.ac.at  

LinkedIn: https://linkedin.com/in/croedig 
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Stats

Funding Agency: BMBWF + participating universities 

Start: 06.2020 

End: 12.2024 

Who should benefit: all Austrian universities 

Which parts are effected: research, teaching, ZIDs 

Complexity: high - on the technical side of things 

PI: self organized scrum team (formal TU Wien) 

Partners: 
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Goals

- inter-university collaboration on cloud infrastructure 

- lowering the learning curve for compute tasks in research and teaching 

- secure exchange and collaboration on data, applications and results 

- interactive access to High Performance Computing Systems 

- collaborative development and sharing at Austrian academic institutions 

- Toolkit for building and hosting interactive teaching materials 

- Establish an open community for users and maintainers to contribute 
and support each other 
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What technologies? How to connect them? How to make it secure? 
How to share data/users? How to include LMS? How to federate everything? etc.

We look for answers to:

Goal - cloud infrastructure
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hide the „this should just work“ stuff and provide: building manuals, 
blueprints, workshops, training, different access for different skillsets,…

We start drawing a map:

Goal - learning curve
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Enable an interactive version of a research paper including data and 
algorithms, you could also allow people to run. Make sure your results survive. 

How can I share my program, data, algorithm?

Goal - secure exchange
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test interfaces for browser based access, provide resources for interactive use 
in workflows, create a test environment (for admins), configurations,…

Create a virtual HPC and connect to real HPCs

Goal - (virtual) HPC
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develop a common code base in your research community and gain visibility, 
benefit from a reproducible environment and interoperability

Enable cooperative development in research

Goal - Collaborative development
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allow for a reproducible environment, benefit form defined standards, give 
students an immersive experience, bring your research in the class room, 

State of the art teaching

Goal - interactive teaching environment
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benefit and give back to the community, gain visibility, share your ideas and 
results, gain new insights, use state of the art technologies

Establish a self supporting community

Goal - open community
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We are hiring ;)
Interested? Get in touch!

Questions?



An Austrian wide science cloud: 
Why it makes sense?

Symposium Cluster Forschungsdaten 

May 2022



Cloud makes sense if: you can share, standardize & decouple 

—> The more bespoke your requirements, the harder/costlier

Is cloud computing taking over?

https://www.oreilly.com/radar/the-cloud-in-2021-adoption-continues/ 

https://www.oreilly.com/radar/the-cloud-in-2021-adoption-continues/


Definition: A distributed virtual runtime, where Infrastructure, Platforms and Applications can be 

elastically consumed `as a service`, while the customer provides the content. 

Key paradigm features: automation, standard APIs, self-service, shared ownership, community driven

What do we mean by Open Science Cloud?



Definition: The CNCF defines cloud-native computing as the use of open source software, as well as 

technologies such as containers, microservices and service mesh, to develop and deploy scalable 

applications on cloud computing platforms 

What kind of services are we talking about?

https://www.techtarget.com/searchitoperations/definition/container-containerization-or-container-based-virtualization
https://www.techtarget.com/searchapparchitecture/definition/microservices
https://www.techtarget.com/searchitoperations/definition/service-mesh
https://www.techtarget.com/searchcloudcomputing/definition/cloud-computing


To guarantee interoperability, there are standards (like “contracts”) between each 

layer -> enables a distributed community to contribute at all layers

Interlude: Each layer has its own blueprints

Contracts 



User Feedback: All universities wish/have Jupyter labs of some form 

-> How to make this scale & holistically improve (even to open source upstream)?

UseCase I: a teaching lab in Jupyter

Pets



Process of making it “cattle”:  

1.Extract common functionality 

2.Package container 

3.Share & release 

4.Decide runtime platform 

5.Standardize deployment 

6.Publish deployment package 
for all to use 

7.Improve common functionality 

8.Contribute back to open source 

Plus: 

1. Enable users to integrate their 
custom content 

2. Enable user lifecycle

UseCase I: a teaching lab in Jupyter
-> standard Jupiter platform + custom lectures + federated users 

can be used by anyone who uses same standard runtime platform

SaaS



Services:  

1. Build & release 
services 

2. Container registries 

3.User federation, IdP 

4.Lecture content 
management 

5. (LMS/Moodle 
Integration) 

6.(Application 
Development)

UseCase I: a teaching lab in Jupyter
-> standard Jupiter platform + custom lectures + federated users 

can be used by anyone who uses same standard runtime platform

SaaS



User Feedback: We have this application in a container, we want to run it somewhere 

—> upkeep and configuration of a multi-tenant container orchestrator highly nontrivial

UseCase II: Container runtime (multi tenant)

PaaS



What is kubernetes (k8s) ?





Two types of templates: (1) Kubernetes deployments to provide people with k8s 

                            (2) deployments of user apps ON TOP of kubernetes

UseCase II: Container runtime (multi-tenant)

PaaS



Consolidate various uni’s feature requirements, plus: 

network, observability, users, security —>            establish templates to add apps

UseCase II: Container runtime (multi-tenant)

PaaS



If users follow the standards on how to publish their application, they can request a 

runtime for it. Since the runtime is standardized, it can be used on various locations.

UseCase II: Container runtime for standard apps

PaaS



Our example Jupyter SaaS can now be hosted on this Container runtime and used by 

anyone, who can deploy our PaaS BluePrint

UseCase II: Container runtime for standard apps

PaaS



Feedback: reseachers would like to distribute easy to run packages of HPC 

applications (e.g. mpi), especially for onboarding students or new team members   

UseCase III: Research software packaging (incl HPC)

PaaS



Enable the reproducibility and sharing of research software 

Use Case III: Research software packaging (incl HPC)

vHPC



Leverage ease-of-use of cloud-native and integrate it with classical HPC systems 

-> early stage of prototypes worldwide, collaborations ongoing  

Vision: find ways to combine HPC and cloud native

Combine hpc& cloud 



Consume cost efficiently from public providers for specialized services, use “metal” we already have 
it often makes no sense to build and maintain pure commodity services -> buy before build

Multicloud: how to combine public/private cloud

IaaS



Let engineers enable standard platforms and accelerate researchers to do their research  

Summary: Uni’s differentiate by content, ZIDs consolidate

Cloud as enabler 



TALK 2 | Cloud Native Labs 

for Teaching and Research 
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Teaching & Research

What and for whom is Jupyter? 

Why do we need Jupyter to teach our students? 

What is Kubernetes and why is it a good choice for Jupyter? 

What is Openstack and why is it a good choice for Kubernetes? 

How can researchers/universities benefit from this in the long run? 

What is already working? - What do we still need for this to work? 
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Jupyter 
with Kubernetes on Openstack



Intro Jupyter | SaaS 

•open standards & web services 

•web-based, multi-user, interactive computing environment 

•across all programming languages
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What is Jupyter?

•classrooms, research labs and companies doing: 

•data science, scientific computing, 

•computational journalism, machine learning, etc. 

• EXECUTE, VISUALISE & SHARE code and data in a web-based environment

For whom is Jupyter?



Teaching Jupyter | SaaS
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•combine text with code snippets & outputs 

• tables, graphs and maps on a single page

Why do we need Jupyter to teach our students?



Grading Jupyter | Saas 
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•Manage Assignments 

•Grade Automatically 

•Inform Students



Intro k8s | PaaS 

•open-source system 

•deployment automation 

•scaling and management 

•for containerized applications
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What is Kubernetes | k8s ?



Dashboard k8s | PaaS 
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What is Kubernetes | k8s ?



Intro Openstack | HaaS 

Open Source Cloud Software to 
provide common services for 
cloud infrastructure

47

What is Openstack?



Storage Openstack | IaaS 
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What is Openstack?



Benefits | Administration 
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Benefits

Interactive Access  | Jupyter 

Dynamic, Scalable & Flexible | Kubernetes & OpenStack 

Open-source Community | everyone can participate | TRUE Collaboration



Benefits | Administration 
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Federation

•between Universities 

•no need for separate accounts 

•Granting Consent at signup 

•Multi Factor Authentication | MFA 

•Webportal -> discoverability



Federation | Administration 
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Build System | Enablement

Ansible | Terraform | Operators | Helm | Public Images

52

Automation Tools



Build System | Enablement

•For UseCase: a teaching lab in Jupyter 

•Community contributions 

•Take something from the image stack, add to it/modify existing images 

•Focus on teaching, don’t worry about underlying layers  

•https://gitlab.tuwien.ac.at/jupyter/image-stack
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Public image-stack for all Users

https://gitlab.tuwien.ac.at/jupyter/image-stack


Build System | Enablement

•Users can create Merge Requests 
for features, or adapt existing 
ones 

•Pipeline handles build, scanning 

•Users can add tests for their code 

•Admins verify contribution and 
can trigger publishing to 
registries - security measure 

•Easy handling for users
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Public image-stack for all Users



Build System | Enablement

•Checking the outcome helps to fix something/make modifications 

•It visualises what your pipeline is doing
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Pipeline Output



Build System | Enablement

•Security Scans 

•Alerts
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Pipeline Output



TODO | CNL 
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What still needs to be addressed?

•Liberal access to resources or quota management 

•Infrastructure Connection between Universities needs to be established 

•Storage/Data sharing between Universities needs to be solved 

•Open Source Contribution/Community Guidelines need to be created 

•Security implications need to be addressed further 

•Observability needs to be improved 

•Jupyter Environments still need 

improvements

Interested? Get in touch!  
We are hiring ;)



Training and Materials
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Team

Constanze RoedigPeter Kandolf Elias WimmerThomas Weber

Carina Urbanke Mojib Wali Zlatko Babic Vlad Popescu-Vifor

Training:
1.Public tech demo, each last
Wednesday of the month

2. Hackathons (quarterly) and/or 
Workshops

3.Tutorials incl short Videos on our 
Webportal

4. (planned for SoSe 2023) Vorlesung:
“Hands-on Cloud Native” on topics
like Containers, Kubernetes, Cloud
Architecture and Security

Support:
1. Slack channel*
2. Issues in gitlab

*request invite

Training, Classes & Support ADLS
Monthly demos, Hackathons and an open Chat
planned 2023: Vorlesung “Hands-on Cloud native”

Training & support
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